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Executive Summary
Educational benefits of online collaborative group work have been confirmed in numerous research studies. Most frequently cited advantages include the development of skills of critical thinking and problem solving as well as skills of self-reflection and co-construction of knowledge and meaning. However, the establishment and maintenance of active collaboration in online study groups is a challenging task, primarily due to students’ inability (e.g., owing to time constraints or lack of collaboration skills) or reluctance (e.g., due to the lack of or low participation of other group members) to participate actively in the group work. Aiming to better understand and contribute to the resolution of the problems of effective online group work, we followed a novel approach based on Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT). While EGT has been used extensively as a framework for studying the emergence and maintenance of cooperation in many disciplines, to the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been applied to understanding and facilitating group collaboration in online learning settings. In this paper, we present a study we have conducted in order to investigate whether, and to what extent, EGT can be applied to explain students’ participation in collaborative study groups.
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Introduction
Collaborative learning in online study groups is increasingly becoming an instructional approach of choice for online courses. The benefits of collaboration in learning have been established by socially-oriented learning theories, primarily Social Constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978) and Connectivism (Siemens, 2005). Likewise, researchers have demonstrated that learning tends to be the most effective when students are in the position to work collaboratively, express their thoughts, discuss and challenge the ideas of others, and work together towards a group solution to the given problem (Johnson & Johnson, 1989). It has also been found that learning within a group helps students develop critical thinking skills, skills of self-reflection, and co-construction of knowledge and meaning (Brindley, Walti, & Blaschke, 2009). Similarly, Moller (1998) observed that groups have been found to outperform
individual members of a learning community in higher-order thinking activities such as problem solving and critical thinking.

Collaboration in small groups has been particularly recognised as both advantageous and appreciated by students. It has been shown that small groups enable students to identify and correct misconceptions more easily and quickly and to improve understanding of the topics being studied (Gayatan & McEwen, 2007). In addition, small groups are considered as more suitable for group discussions and equal contribution of group members (Finegold & Cooke, 2006). Springer, Stanne, and Donovan (2009) found that small groups provide students with a better learning experience and ultimately greater academic achievement, whereas Brindley et al. (2009) reported that students often prefer working in small teams over large study groups.

Since one of the primary objectives of any educational institution is to enable its students to acquire knowledge and skills required for their future professional positions, it is of utmost importance for these institutions to synchronise their curricula and instructional approaches with trends and practices in workplace settings. Considered from the educational perspective, the major current trend in the workplace is an increased emphasis on the role of learning, where continuous learning and knowledge building are considered as one of the main responsibilities of any individual within an organisation (Meister & Willyerd, 2010). Furthermore, the nature of work within organisations is changing from individual assignments to team-based activities and group work is becoming common in a variety of professions, especially in disciplines oriented towards design and development. In addition, as the work is becoming more and more geographically distributed, online collaboration among team members has become a regular practice. It has been shown that skills gained from the experience of collaborative learning are highly transferable to team-based work environments (Shaw, 2006). Accordingly, group work in university courses can be considered as an important preparation for future professional life (Smith et al., 2011).

Despite all the above mentioned advantages of collaborative learning, when collaboration is taking place in online learning settings students are often reluctant to participate actively. The main reasons for this reluctance include (but are not restricted to) the following (Brindley et al., 2009; Piezon & Ferree, 2008; Wright & Lawson, 2005):

i. a sense of not having full control over the quality of the group work and the subsequently assigned grade;

ii. concerns that there might be a group member with less than satisfactory performance for whom other members will have to compensate;

iii. time required for effective collaboration – group work requires students to stick to a particular schedule, thus reducing the flexibility and convenience of online learning.

In addition, it has been found that many students did not have a chance to experience collaborative work during their previous education and tend to perceive their colleagues as rivals (Sanders, 2008).

The observed difficulties of online group work are often a consequence of sub-optimal group formation. In fact, the creation of an optimal study group is a challenging task. Online students typically do not know each other prior to the course they are taking together and, due to the nature of the online learning environment, the socialisation process tends to last far longer than in traditional face-to-face learning settings. Therefore, even when students are given the option to form study groups on their own, it is difficult for them to do so. Instructors, on the other hand, often either have no knowledge about the online students enrolled in the courses they teach or are limited to information about the students’ grades in the previous courses. That is far from enough knowledge for forming optimal learning groups since students differ in their personalities, learn-
ing styles and collaboration skills. Therefore, instructors tend to randomly choose students for study groups (Roberts & McInerney, 2007).

In this paper, our main objective is to understand and explain the problems of effective group work from an Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) perspective. EGT has been used extensively as a framework for studying the emergence and maintenance of cooperation in many disciplines (Axelrod, 1984; Maynard Smith, 1982; Nowak, 2006a). However, we are not aware of any previous studies applying the propositions of EGT for understanding and facilitating group collaboration in online learning settings. Aiming to investigate whether and to what extent EGT can be applied to explain students’ participation in collaborative study groups, we have conducted an empirical study with students of an undergraduate online unit taught at a university in Australia. The study was also aimed at identifying students’ perceived benefits and deficiencies of learning collaboratively within online study groups. Here, we present the design of the study and discuss the obtained results. In the concluding part of the paper, we highlight our plans to further explore issues surrounding online collaborative group work based on EGT.

Before proceeding to the detailed presentation of our research work, we would like to clarify the meaning of some terms that are used throughout the paper. First, we use the term unit to refer to a group of related lessons supported by a common goal or theme that a person may undertake within a department or faculty (another term often used to refer to the same thing, but not in this paper, is course). Second, we explicitly state that even though in the context of EGT we discuss mechanisms for establishing and maintaining cooperation, our focus is not on cooperative learning. In other words, the term cooperation in the context of EGT does not have the same meaning as in the context of education and group work. The research presented in this study is focused on collaborative learning. Although the terms cooperative and collaborative learning are sometimes used interchangeably, there are differences between the two approaches (Panitz, 1997) that we want to point out. Cooperative learning assumes the existence of a set of processes which direct students’ group work towards the accomplishment of a specific learning goal. It is instructive in nature and closely controlled by the teacher. On the other hand, collaborative learning is more student-centered, in that students are in control of the group learning process and the teacher only assumes the role of a facilitator of the group work.

Background

In this section we summarise the two research areas related to our work, namely, evolutionary game theory and online collaborative learning.

Evolutionary Game Theory

Game theory was originally developed in economics to describe social interactions (see Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944). It offers an abstract framework of real-life situations where different interaction scenarios between individuals can be investigated. Two fundamental assumptions that underlie game theory are rationality and strategic interactions. A rational player is one who takes into account all the available information in a game and tries to maximise his or her payoff in the outcome of the game (Rapoport, Guyer, & Gordon, 1976). However, it has been argued that the assumption of full rationality of players is unrealistic in practice (Binmore, 2007; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd, & Fehr, 2005; Tomassini, 2008). Moreover, there seems to be a lack of dynamical view towards players with the controversial assumption of instantaneous interactions. In the real world, players observe their own behaviour and the behaviour of other players, and by learning more about the game and the environment over time they can adapt their strategies (Tomassini, 2008).
In view of the above mentioned issues, standard game theory approaches have been extended by adding *evolution* as a new dimension (i.e., “evolutionary” game theory or EGT) thereby dropping the unrealistic assumption of rationality. To this end, the concepts of population of players and interpretation of payoff as fitness have been considered, which naturally lead to a dynamical approach (Cressman, 2003; Gintis, 2000; Hofbauer & Sigmund, 1998; Nowak, 2006a; Weibull, 1995). Originating from the work of Maynard Smith and Price (1973), the fundamental idea of EGT is that evolution takes part in spreading the successful strategies/traits in the population. Such a process is done via frequency-dependent selection, which means the spread of a particular strategy/trait depends on the relative abundances of the types of players in the population.

Boosted by the seminal books of Maynard Smith (1982) and Axelrod (1984), EGT has been used extensively as a standard tool for understanding the emergence and maintenance of cooperation. Based on the development and study of different social dilemma games over the past few decades, several mechanisms that encourage cooperative behaviour within the general EGT framework have been identified. Nowak (2006b) reviewed and summarised five of the most relevant mechanisms as follows: kin selection, direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, network reciprocity (which is also a generalisation of spatial reciprocity), and group selection.

Among these mechanisms, one of the most important themes is the existence of group structures in the population (e.g., network/spatial reciprocity, group selection, or, to some extent, kin selection). Numerous studies in the EGT literature have demonstrated that by restricting the interactions of players to local neighbourhoods/groups (Chiong, Dhakal, & Jankovic, 2007; Chiong & Kirley, 2009, 2011, 2012a; Killingback & Doebeli, 1996; Nowak & May, 1992, 1993) or subdividing the population into groups (Killingback, Bieri, & Flatt., 2006; Nunney, 1985; Traulsen & Nowak, 2006; Wilson 1990), cooperative behaviour can be promoted. Motivated by this, we hope to apply principles and findings from EGT to address issues in online study groups.

**Collaborative Learning in Online Groups**

The initial research findings related to online group work were predominantly optimistic (e.g., see McConnell, 2000; Stacey, 1999). This optimism stemmed largely from high expectations about the tools that Web-based learning platforms could offer for online collaborative learning (Jones & Steeple, 2002). More recent studies have shown, however, that while the technology does provide a solid platform for online collaboration, it does not guarantee successful learning (Laurillard, 2002). Accordingly, a number of research studies were conducted with the aim of identifying the factors that influence (either positively or negatively) the success of collaboration in online study groups. In this section, we summarise the most important findings of those research studies.

One research stream explored students’ perceptions about the benefits of online group work as well as the problems they experienced while studying as members of online learning groups. For example, Ellis (2001) reported the following positive aspects of online collaborative work: 1) access to peer knowledge, 2) availability of other students to provide feedback, 3) ability to access the technology at one’s convenience, and 4) an opportunity to reflect on the exchanged messages. Gabriel (2004) reported that the students participating in her study developed an understanding of the recursive nature of knowledge construction (review, rethink, and revise one’s work) and an increasing belief in their own ability to learn efficiently in the online group environment (i.e., their perception of self-efficacy increased as the course progressed).

Researchers also reported on the identified weaknesses and challenges of online collaborative work. For instance, Stodel, Thompson, and MacDonald (2006) identified five themes regarding what learners perceived were missing from their online learning experience, namely, robustness of online dialogue, spontaneity and improvisation, perceiving and being perceived by the other,
getting to know others, and learning to be an online learner. Finegold & Cooke (2006) found that group members not participating in group discussions and not contributing equally towards the completion of group tasks were the most prominent concerns experienced by students, whereas active participation was regarded as the most important factor influencing the success of online groups. Similar findings have been reported in earlier related studies (e.g., see Vonderwell, 2003). Gabriel (2004) found that one of the major challenges experienced by her students was the time required to prepare their responses to other group members. For some students, the imposed work schedules posed a problem too, particularly during small virtual group activities (Gabriel, 2004).

Finegold & Cooke (2006) found that for many students, important success factors of online group work included an atmosphere of trust and respect, shared objectives, and being supportive to other group members. In addition, group working skills, such as decision making, consensus building, and dealing with conflict, were strongly favoured by many students. Again, these findings were consistent with findings reported in earlier work (e.g., Gabriel, 2004; Palloff & Pratt, 2001).

Another important determinant of successful group work is the group formation process. In particular, group formation is found to play a critical role in enhancing the success of collaborative learning (e.g., Johnson & Johnson, 1990; Slavin, 1983). It was also identified as one of the primary sources of unsuccessful outcomes of group work (e.g., Johnson & Johnson, 1985). Likewise, Roberts & McInerney (2007) identified group formation as one of the most significant challenges of online group learning and suggested either random selection of group members or intentional creation of heterogeneous groups as approaches to address this challenge. Both approaches have been widely applied and both have their specific advantages and disadvantages.

Previous research has demonstrated numerous advantages of heterogeneous groups (e.g., Kagan, 1997; Johnson & Johnson, 1989). However, the creation of heterogeneous groups can be a rather time and effort intensive task (for the collection and analysis of students’ data) and sometimes is even not possible (due to the lack of data about students’ characteristics). Furthermore, even when comprehensive student data are available and used for the group formation, this is not a guarantee of group success and student satisfaction. For example, in the study reported by Smith et al. (2011), even though the instructor assigned students to groups by considering a number of their characteristics (skills, work habits, expectations of grade, physical location, and employment background), students reported a number of problems and dissatisfaction with the group work. Therefore, Roberts & McInerney (2007) suggested random selection as the group formation mechanism; in many cases it has proven to be as effective as more sophisticated approaches (e.g., Huxham & Land, 2000).

Allowing learners to form their own groups or select their own topics facilitates the socialisation within groups and positive group dynamics (Juwah, 2006). It also increases students’ feeling of ownership of and responsibility for the group task and thus positively influences their motivation to engage in the group work (Brindley et al., 2009). On the other hand, other researchers have found that when given a chance to create groups on their own, students form groups that perform poorly in terms of collaboration and learning through knowledge sharing and co-construction (Oakley, Felder, Brent, & Elhajj, 2003). Obviously, group formation is still an under-explored topic and deserves further attention of the research community.

**Methods**

**Research Questions**

In our study we focused on the following research questions:
RQ1: What do students perceive as advantages and disadvantages of online collaborative learning?

RQ2: Can the perceived advantages and disadvantages of online collaborative learning explain the observed level of students’ participation in online group collaboration?

RQ3: Can Evolutionary Game Theory be used to explain students’ level of participation in online group collaboration?

Study Design

This section briefly describes the design of the study we organised in order to explore our research questions. The details of the study design are further elaborated in the following sections.

The study was organised in the context of a programming unit taught at a university in Australia. The students were undergraduates taking a major or minor in business and information systems or information technology. The unit’s content focused on the effective design and development of software products. Students could also acquire some hands-on experience in building software products using the specific programming language taught in the unit. The unit was fully online, and all the communications and interactions among students within their study groups were done through the discussion board and email services of the university’s Learning Management System.

The students enrolled in the unit were assigned five assessment tasks that they had to complete during the study period. Two of those tasks (Tasks 2 and 4) had to be done in a collaborative manner. As for the other two tasks (Tasks 1 and 3), the students were required to document their experiences in and reflections on the group work done around the collaborative tasks; the final task (Task 5) was the final exam that was done individually. To pass the unit, the students were required to do all five assessment tasks and have a minimum aggregate score of 50% of all tasks’ marks. For the collaborative tasks (Tasks 2 and 4), the students were organised in small groups. Details on the group formation process are given in the following section, while the assessment tasks are more thoroughly described in the Study Protocol section.

Participants and Group Formation

The study participants were undergraduate students enrolled in a 13-week programming unit during the third study period of 2011. There were 193 enrolled students in total. The students were adults, and the majority of them were employed (a minority were either retirees or stay-at-home mothers). For most of the students this was not the first online unit they had taken, meaning that they had prior experience with online learning but not necessarily with online group work. In addition, the majority of the students had experience with collaborative face-to-face learning.

For the collaborative assignments, the students were organised into small study groups, each group having 5-8 participants (the variations were partly due to students withdrawing from the unit after the first few weeks, i.e., before their enrollment “cut-off” date). There were 32 groups all together. Each group had a teaching staff attached to it; specifically, there were three instructors, each one responsible for around 10-12 groups. The instructors took the role of facilitators of the group work. In this capacity, their roles might include giving a particular group a push when the group was “quiet”, answering questions directed to them, and so forth. They were neither in the role of actively moderating students’ work, nor were they initiating/directing each group’s work. Instead, it was left to the students to decide whether and to what extent they were going to participate in the group and how they were going to organise the group’s work. There were no specific requirements or expectations regarding the students’ behaviour in the collaborative learning situation; they were just told, at the beginning of the unit, that they were expected to behave
as if they were in their real work environment (e.g., following the common workplace protocols in engaging with others, showing mutual respect, and resolving conflicts when necessary). There was, however, a requirement regarding the minimal level of participation: each student was expected to have at least 10 group participation actions (these included collaboration sessions, discussion thread messages, file and email exchanges). Even though the students were required to work together on the collaborative tasks, each student was obliged to submit his/her own assignments.

Initially, the groups were formed by randomly assigning students to different groups. After the completion of Tasks 1 and 2, the groups were “remixed” by moving some of the students from their existing group to a new group (note: the students were not told beforehand that remixing would take place). Specifically, active participants (i.e., students meeting the minimum participation actions requirement AND submitting their reports for the assessment tasks) were moved to join other active participants in other groups – these groups typically had more than 50% or 75% active participants. In return, non-participants from those groups were moved to fill up the vacant places of the “moving” active participants’ original groups. This remixing method was inspired by some of the “migration” schemes from the literature of EGT, such as success-driven migration (Helbing & Yu, 2008, 2009), adaptive migration (Jiang, Wang, Lai, & Wang, 2010), aspiration-induced migration (Lin, Yang, Wu, & Wang, 2011; Yang, Wu, & Wang, 2010) or the simple “walk-away” move (Aktipis, 2011). Success-driven migration is based on the idea that individuals would choose to move to groups with higher expected payoffs. Adaptive migration allows individuals to make use of local information (e.g., the proportion of non-cooperators in a group) in deciding whether or not to move. Aspiration-induced migration means that individuals will move to a new group if their payoff is below a certain aspiration level. The simple “walk-away” strategy enables individuals to leave their group if they cannot gain high returns (due to too many non-cooperators) in the group. All these migration schemes have been shown to enhance the extent of cooperative behaviour in the EGT domain.

**Study Protocol**

Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of assessment tasks as they were assigned to and done by the students during the study period. We now describe both the assessment tasks that required students’ collaboration within online study groups (Tasks 2 and 4) and the tasks that required them to report their experiences with online collaborative learning (Tasks 1 and 3). Task 5, the final exam, is not further described as it does not relate to the research questions.

For Task 1, the students were requested to write a report (1500 words) about their experiences with the collaborative group work done in the scope of Task 2 (note: these two tasks ran in parallel). In particular, they were asked to the following: write about why they did or did not take part in the group work; give a simple summary of all the actions they took as part of their participation; propose and discuss some strategies that could be applied in a group situation to respond to misunderstandings among group members; state the topics for which they got assistance by other group members or the artifacts of fellow students’ work, as well as the topics where they or products of their work helped other group members; and finally, provide their personal reflection about their own experience of participating in the group. This assignment was accounted for 5% of the final mark.

Task 2 was a report (also 1500 words) on software development models and represented 20% of the final mark. For this task, the students were required to write about their recommended programming approach and software development methodology for a chosen scenario. They were also asked to write about two approaches/methodologies that were not suitable for the chosen scenario.
Task 3 was largely identical to Task 1; the only variation was that the students were required to write about their experiences with and reflections about the collaborative work done in the scope of Task 4 rather than Task 2 (note: Tasks 3 and 4 ran in parallel).

Task 4 was the most challenging one and thus contributed 25% to the final mark. It was a software development project for which the students needed to develop a Web application using the specific programming language they had learned in the unit. They were allowed to use pieces of code written by fellow students from the same group (the rationale of this was to promote code reuse), with the condition that they had to clearly acknowledge the sources. This task overlapped in time with Task 3 – the students’ reflections on the collaboration that took place around the software development project.

As stated in the previous section, a portion of the students were moved from their existing group to a new group after the completion of Tasks 1 and 2, so the study groups working on Task 2 were not entirely the same (although some groups still kept the majority of their old members) as those working on Task 4.
Data Analysis

To answer our research questions, we analysed reports that the students wrote for Tasks 1 and 3 (i.e., the assignments requiring them to reflect upon the group work experience). In addition, we made use of the data about their participation level in each collaborative task (i.e., Tasks 2 and 4).

Specifically, to explore our research questions we needed to:

i) assess the activity level of all study groups; and

ii) identify the common reasons the students reported for participating or not participating in online study groups (i.e., the perceived advantages and disadvantages of online collaboration).

The assessment of a group’s participation level was based on two criteria:

i) The total number of participation actions in a group. Participation actions include collaboration sessions, file exchange, group discussion board and emails. To determine their number for each group, we made use of students’ self-reports on performed participation actions – students were required to include this information in the reports they wrote for Tasks 1 and 3.

ii) The percentage of active participants in a group. A group member is considered to be an active participant if he/she met the minimum participation actions requirement (i.e., had at least 10 participation actions) and submitted his/her reports for Tasks 1 and 3.

Following these criteria, we assessed the participation level of all study groups and then classified each group into one of the following three categories: Active, Borderline and Inactive. The classification was driven by the following rules:

- A group was considered as an Active group, if there were more than 100 participation actions among the group members and more than 75% active participants in the group.

- In a Borderline group, there were between 50-100 participation actions among the group members and around 50% of active participants in the group.

- The rest were categorised as Inactive groups.

To identify the common reasons for students’ participation or lack of participation, we performed a detailed content analysis of the students’ reflections on advantages and disadvantages of online group work (these reflections were part of the reports they wrote for Tasks 1 and 3). However, since it was not feasible to analyse in detail the reports of members of all 32 study groups (i.e., all students), we decided to randomly select three groups from each category (Active, Borderline and Inactive) and do content analysis of the reports submitted by their members.

First, we analysed a small subset of students’ reports, looking for recurring themes that could be used as a coding scheme. The identified themes are presented in the first column of Table 1 and Table 2; these themes were then used to code the reports submitted by the members of the 9 sample groups. The unit of analysis for coding was either a sentence or a set of sentences expressing a student’s perception of some aspect of group work.

Results and Discussion

In this section, we present and discuss the study results from the perspective of the previously introduced research questions.
Collaborative Learning in Online Study Groups: An EGT Perspective

The Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Online Collaborative Learning

Table 1 presents the common themes that we identified in the students’ perceptions of the advantages of online collaborative work. For each theme, the table gives a few illustrative students’ comments.

Table 1 Reasons that the students cited for participation in online collaborative group work

| Peer (social) support | "Studying online is very much a lonely activity, so having a group there that are experiencing the same challenges that I can talk to and receive support from would help keep me motivated and goal oriented"
| "There were several threads in the group discussion board where individuals were posting up information about themselves and how they are reacting to the workload and it was reassuring knowing that I wasn’t alone"
| Networking | "Group work is an excellent way to build a professional network. Networks are beneficial by exposing you to people and corporations that you may not have been exposed to otherwise. It helps build your personal "brand" and can assist with employment or projects."
| "The social aspect of participating in the group presented a convenient way for me to become acquainted with a manageable amount of fellow students that I could have meaningful dealings with"
| Commitment to and responsibility towards group members | "By planning work to keep up with a group, usually the work is done on time as other people may rely on it. This relates to the “fitness with a friend” phenomenon, whereby people will skip a fitness session if they are going solo, but participate if they were doing it with a friend so they would not let them down"
| Social comparison and competition | "It is a belief of mine that life is a competition. Many strive their best and rank where finish against their peers. Competition can improve your performance simply by pushing you to improve your own results."
| "Help judge the pace at which others were moving through the learning materials and objectives"
| Preparation for workplace team work | "Working in a smaller group prepares you for any business situation as you will never really work by yourself as a programmer and its vital to develop your communication skills and helping others where needed that the team can succeed as a whole"
| "Another appealing aspect of the group format was that it likely approximated some of the group work situations that I would encounter upon attaining employment in the IT field"
| "I wanted to participate in my Discussion and Support group to gain experience in working as part of a team, so that when I enter the workplace I am more able to work with other people."
| Social learning (learning through discussion and sharing of ideas, concerns and knowledge) | "The opportunity to communicate with fellow students, discuss strategies and share ideas"
| "Learn from other group members (e.g., skills, experiences)"
| "A team environment where members can act as a sounding board and you can relay problems, ideas, tips, etc. with each other"
| "Encourages feedback loops based on peer review"
| Peer help | "Participating in the Discussion and Support Group has allowed me to find assistance where I need it"
| "The forums and smaller groups provide a sounding board, which in some cases lessen the anxiety felt by students, who at times may feel lost due to the subject matter being studied or particular assessment events."
| Different points of view | "The opportunity to see how other people view issues can enlighten and broaden your own point of view. Perhaps they see an angle that you didn’t, thus expanding your knowledge and understanding."
| "Additionally, I recognised that each member would bring their own unique set of knowledge and abilities to the group." |
Many recognised themes overlap with those found in previous related studies. For instance, social learning (i.e., learning through communication and knowledge exchange) and closely related benefits of being exposed to different points of view were reported in, e.g., Gabriel (2004) and Finegold & Cooke (2006); whereas Ellis (2001) reported on students’ appreciation of peer help. However, we have also found some interesting students’ observations that have not been identified as common themes in the previous research studies that we explored. These include, for instance, social comparison and competition. In particular, some students found that group learning settings allow for comparing their pace of work and progress towards the task objectives with those of their group members; likewise, group work on a study task was considered as a good preparation for the competitive environment that students are expecting to face in workplace and in daily life, in general. We believe that this feeling of competitiveness was present because –although they worked in study groups – the students were required to submit their assignments individually.

The common themes that students cited for their reluctance to participate in collaborative group work were significantly less diverse than the identified advantages. These themes, along with a few most representative students’ comments, are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low or no participation of other group members</th>
<th>“Finding out that others are not willing to co-operate on the same level”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Spend the time to participate with group and people don’t take the time to respond”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Hard to maintain consistent participation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Lack of participation from other members due to lack of time or interest”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern about &quot;free riders&quot;</td>
<td>“It can also be harder when only some members participate leaving others to have to make more of an effort”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time constraints (due to commitments in personal and professional life and the time required for active group participation)</td>
<td>“To participate in the support group every day is bit too hard for me, as I have a full time job and study 2 subjects in this session, time management is one of the big issue for me.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“The key disadvantage of participating in the support group is the additional time required monitor discussions and remain active within the group”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“… the time taken to actively participate in an additional forum is not available to all students.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences in skill/knowledge level of group members</td>
<td>“Not everyone will participate, and if some do, it may not be in the same capacity that you may have expected.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lack of social connections</td>
<td>&quot;Not knowing individuals involved in the group and/or their willingness to participate”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delays in communication</td>
<td>“Hard to get a response from others in a timely fashion”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance to commit to yet another social channel</td>
<td>&quot;Personally I think the discussion group is a great idea, however it also becomes an extra effort for students to commit. For example the Blackboard has the general discussion on topics and assessments, as well Facebook... Facebook it’s easier to access and look for information as students are regularly on the social network.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similar to the findings of previous studies in this area (e.g., Finegold & Cooke, 2006; Vonderwell, 2003), the majority of the students’ comments reflected their concern about the level of participation of other group members. A related, albeit not very prominent, theme is the students’ concern about the so-called “free riders”, i.e., students who do not put much effort in the group’s work but reap the benefits of the work done by the other group members. We believe that this theme, frequently found in previous similar studies (e.g., Brindley et al., 2009; Roberts & McInnerney, 2007), was not as prevalent in our study because the students were required to write and submit their assignments individually. Another related theme is the difference in the observed skills and/or knowledge of the group members leading to an inability of group members to contribute at the same level; again, this is consistent with the findings of some previous studies (e.g., Piezon & Ferree, 2008; Roberts & McInnerney, 2007).

The impediments to group work caused by the employed technology, specifically asynchronous online discussion channels, were also reported by many students as the reason for their lack of participation. The importance of timely responses and synchronous means of communication is further acknowledged in the students’ suggestions for improving the group work – a significant number of suggestions were related to the availability of different communication channels, especially voice communication, for interactions among group members.

The lack of social connections and, thus, the establishment of the feeling of mutual trust were also recognised by the students as something that negatively influenced their level of participation in the group work. This is fully consistent with the previous research work that has explored the role of social presence in online learning settings (Garrison & Arbaugh, 2007).

Reluctance to commit to (yet) another social channel is a theme that we did not observe in the previous similar studies, but something to be expected since the majority of today’s students are used to communicating and sharing ideas, information, and digital resources over general-purpose online social networks such as Facebook. Commitment to another social network requires additional time and attention that they are not easily willing to devote.

**The Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Online Group Work and the Students’ Participation Level**

Our second research question (RQ2) was aimed at exploring whether some of the advantages and disadvantages of online group work perceived by the students could explain the students’ level of participation in collaborative group work (in the scope of Tasks 2 and 4). To address this research question, we first computed the number of active and inactive participants in each study group, and then classified all groups into Active, Borderline or Inactive categories. All the computations were done following the rules given in the Data Analysis section.

Figure 2 presents the percentages of Active, Borderline and Inactive groups. The figure clearly shows that the Active groups constituted around only 22% of all the study groups. This was despite the themes of perceived advantages dominating over perceived disadvantages (as shown in the previous section). We tried to understand this low participation level by comparing students’ perceptions of pros and cons of online group work across the groups of different participation levels.
By analysing the common themes identified in each category of study groups, we observed the following:

- In the Active groups, the occurrence of positive themes (i.e., themes given in Table 1) was considerably higher than the occurrence of negative ones (i.e., themes given in Table 2); more precisely, the ratios of positive vs. negative themes in the three Active groups were 3:1, 14:1 and 13:1 respectively.

- In the Borderline groups, positive and negative themes were almost equally present, though positive themes had higher occurrence in all three Borderline groups (the positive vs. negative themes ratios were 5:4, 11:9, 18:11).

- In the Inactive groups, contrary to the expectations, positive themes were dominant in two of the three groups (the positive vs. negative themes ratios were 1:3, 7:5, 18:5). Nonetheless, it should be noted that the majority of positive comments written by the members of these groups were not related to the students’ actual experience, but to the expectations they had from the group work, i.e., the advantages they expected to have (but not realised) by participating in the group work.

By comparing and contrasting the occurrence of the common themes across the group categories, we found that the dominant positive and negative themes differed, though not significantly, across the three group categories:

- Only in the Inactive groups, *Unit requirements* was a frequently present positive theme (i.e., the perceived benefit from participation in the group work); in other words, for the majority of members of the Inactive groups, one of the primary reasons for the participation was to get some extra points contributing to the final grade.

- In all the considered groups (regardless of their activity status), two frequent positive themes were *Social learning* and *Peer help*, though they were particularly dominant in the Active and Borderline groups. This means that the students attributed high value to group discussions, exchange of ideas, information and knowledge, and mutual peer help. In addition, members of the Active and Borderline groups also recognised and valued the benefits of *Peer (social) support*, that is, the support that group members provide when a member is experiencing any kind of personal problem or challenge.

- Regarding the negative themes, by far the most dominant one in the Inactive groups was the *Lack or low participation of other group members*. In fact, all members of the three
considered Inactive groups cited this as the main rationale for their dissatisfaction with the group work. Especially disappointed were those students who applied different strategies to try to “activate” their group members but without any success. This problem was present in the other two group categories, as well, but to a far lesser extent.

- A frequently co-occurring negative theme in all three groups was Time constraints (including the time required for active group participation). This points to the students’ recognition that group work requires a commitment to frequent exchanges with group members, demanding a considerable amount of time (partially due to the asynchronous nature of the used discussion channels). Since a significant number of students were taking this unit in parallel with their job, they found it challenging to devote the time required for sustaining group interactions.

Based on the above stated findings, we can conclude that:

- The major reason for students’ decision to retreat from online group work was the lack of or low participation of other group members; this is coupled with the fact that the majority of the students who participated in this study had regular jobs, and that active participation in group work required a considerable amount of time.

- The primary reasons for active participation in group work were the perceived benefits of social learning, peer help, and peer support; in addition, the participation of a substantial number of students was extrinsically motivated by the prospect of getting a higher final grade.

**Evolutionary Game Theory and Online Group Collaboration**

Our third research question (RQ3) concerned the use of EGT to explain students’ level of participation in online group collaboration. Based on the results and findings from the previous sections, it is clear that online study groups did not work as effectively as anticipated in our case. The low percentages of active participants in Tasks 1 & 2 and Tasks 3 & 4 can be observed in Figure 3 a) and b) respectively.

We now frame the issues surrounding the lack of participation in online study groups using two widely used theoretical models in EGT: the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) and Snowdrift (SD) games. These models embody situations characterised by different degrees of conflicting interests between individuals and are typically represented in the form of two-player, two-strategy (i.e., 2 x 2) games. The two strategies (or actions) involved are cooperate and defect.
In a PD game, a reward (R) is given when both players choose to cooperate, whereas a punishment (P) will be handed out if they both defect. In the situation where one player defects and the other player cooperates, the one who defects is awarded a tempting reward (T) but the one who cooperates is given the sucker’s punishment (S). Accordingly, we have the inequalities $T > R > P > S$, which imply that individually the best strategy is to defect. However, an additional constraint $2R > (T + S)$ is usually imposed, meaning that the collectively best strategy is to cooperate (hence the dilemma).

Table 3 illustrates the game in terms of costs and benefits to the players. On one hand, a cooperative act results in a benefit $b$ to the opposing player but a cost $c$ to the cooperator. Here, $b > c > 0$. Defection, on the other hand, incurs neither costs nor benefits. This means if the opponent cooperates, a player gets the reward $R = b - c$ if he or she also cooperates, but can do even better and get $T = b$ by defecting. If the opponent defects, however, a player gets the lowest payoff $S = -c$ for being cooperative, and $P = 0$ for being non-cooperative. In either case, it is clear that defection is the better choice regardless of what the opponent plays.

Table 3 The payoff matrix of a 2 x 2 PD game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperate</th>
<th>Defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperate</td>
<td>$b-c$</td>
<td>$-c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the PD game reflects a social dilemma in the strictest sense, the SD game relaxes some of these constraints by (1) allowing players to obtain some immediate benefits from their cooperative acts and (2) sharing the cost of cooperation between cooperators. Table 4 depicts the payoff matrix of a two-player SD game. Again, $b > c > 0$. The fundamental difference between the payoff matrices of the two games is that in the SD game, cooperation is the better option than defection when the opponent defects. In other words, instead of $T > R > P > S$ as in the PD, the SD game has $T > R > S > P$.

Table 4 The payoff matrix of a 2 x 2 SD game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperate</th>
<th>Defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperate</td>
<td>$b-c/2$</td>
<td>$b-c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SD game can be easily illustrated using the example of a group assignment: You and your fellow student have been assigned to work together on a task within the same group. At the end of the task, both of you have to write a single report and submit it for assessment. The score given to the report will be the mark you get for the assignment. If both of you share the work on an equal basis, the amount of work required to complete the job is slashed into half. However, if your partner refuses to work on the task, it is still a wiser choice for you to complete the job on your own (or you risk getting nothing) even though you have to bear the cost of doing all by yourself. Your partner, while not contributing anything, gets the same benefit as you in the end.

In our case, the students were required to submit their individual report for each of the tasks. This brings us closer to the PD game than the SD game. More precisely, if we consider $b$ to be the shared information, ideas, and resources (e.g., files) contributed by active participants, $c$ the cost of them doing so plus writing up the reports (for Tasks 1 & 2) or a report and software (Tasks 3 & 4), and $w$ the mark they get for each completed task, we have the following payoff structure:
Table 5 The payoff matrix of a tailored 2 x 2 PD game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperate</th>
<th>Defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperate</td>
<td>$b + w - c$</td>
<td>$w - c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interpretation is as follows: a student who did not participate actively could still access the shared information, ideas and resources (i.e., $b$) posted by an active participant in the discussion board or file exchange area without needing to bear any cost. Obviously, the non-participant would not get any mark (i.e., $w$) for not submitting his work (but he could still benefit from the information gained for the final exam). The active participant would receive a reasonable mark while contributing (i.e., $w - c$), but unless the other student had actively contributed (i.e., $b + w - c$) he would not get anything new apart from the things he himself contributed. When there were no active participants between them, none of them would get anything (i.e., 0).

Recall that in Tasks 1 & 2, the students were required to write 1500-word reports for both tasks. Task 1 was worth only 5% of the overall mark, while Task 2 worth 20%. Similarly, in Tasks 3 & 4 the students were required to write a 1500-word report and a software application respectively, with the weight for the former 5% and the weight of the latter 25%. Let us assume that the cost of completing Tasks 2 & 4 is the same as the total mark available for each of the tasks. This means most of the time the cost the students pay for doing the tasks would exceed the mark they expect to get (i.e., $c > w$, since hardly anyone gets full mark for report writing and software application), and thus lands us right into the region of a PD game with $T > R > P > S$. From here, it is not difficult to derive that low levels of participation would be inevitable.

Based on the above understanding, we could draw principles and findings from EGT to enhance the level of participation. Our endeavor in remixing students of different groups between Tasks 1 & 2 and Tasks 3 & 4 was one of the attempts we made in this unit. Inspired by the study by Aktipis (2011) showing a simple “walk-away” strategy that allows individuals to leave their group if they cannot gain high returns (due to too many defectors) in the existing group as well as other studies (Helbing & Yu, 2008, 2009) demonstrating that success-driven migration can cause outbreak of cooperation, we moved active participants from Inactive groups to Active groups and combined active participants from two Borderline groups into one. In return, non-participants from Active groups were moved to Inactive groups to fill up the vacant places left by the “moving” active participants, and non-participants from Borderline groups were combined to make up new groups.

By doing this, we were hoping that (1) more Active groups could be formed; and (2) Inactive groups could be “revived” (e.g., when there were no active participants in the group, non-participants might step up to become active participants). Unfortunately, the remixing method worked only for those who had been moved to Active groups. This was evident based on the following sample comments from the “moving” students:

"In the second half of this unit, from week 7 onwards, I have found participating in this group more useful that the first half. I found myself in a new group and before I could post a “hello” message I was already sent a nice welcoming email from one of the other members who noticed I was a new member and wanted to welcome me into the group. This greatly assisted with interacting with the rest of the group. Once I had been introduced it was easy to get straight into the collaboration."

"My previous decision was to participate in the group and I have continued to do so. Being moved to the new group has helped to make this decision. Previously, I listed the lack of participation from the previous group as a major disadvantage. After being moved to Support Group 6, I immediately noticed an active discussion board and believed this would help overcome a large issue of group participation."
The non-participants in Inactive groups, however, remained inactive.

**Conclusion and Future Work**

In this paper, we have presented a research study that was aimed at getting a better understanding of students’ participation and engagement in online collaborative group work. We approached this research objective from two perspectives. The first one, which could be characterised as “traditional/conventional”, relied on an analysis and comparison of advantages and disadvantages of online collaborative learning as perceived by students. The second one, which we consider to be new and innovative, relied on the application of EGT. The results we obtained by following the former perspective were consistent with the findings reported in previous studies focused on the same research topic. In particular, we found that the lack of or low participation of other group members was the major reason for students’ decision not to participate or to reduce their participation level; another commonly cited obstacle was time constraints (imposed by personal life and job commitments) coupled with the students’ recognition that active group participation requires devotion of a significant amount of time. As for the observed advantages of online study groups – the main drivers of students’ participation – we recognised the perceived benefits of social learning, peer help, and peer support; in addition, the ability to directly improve their final grade through group participation (by getting points on the assignments that demanded group collaboration) was also a highly common motivator among the students.

Even though the exploration of the students’ perceptions of pros and cons of collaborative groups gave us some beneficial insights, we were primarily interested in the employment of EGT to try to understand the observed level of students’ participation in group work. We found that Prisoner Dilemma, a widely used theoretical model in EGT, could explain the observed lack of participation. However, when, based on that understanding and by following the principles and findings drawn from EGT, we tried to improve the participation level through remixing of study groups, we did not end up with the expected results: while groups of active participants kept being active, those that were formed of inactive participants remained at low participation levels.

Probing deeper into the issue, we have found that it is not difficult to understand why our remixing method did not work. A close examination of the migration schemes proposed in the EGT literature (e.g., success-driven, aspiration-induced) indicates that individuals move because they want to improve their overall payoff, and every individual has an equal chance of achieving that. In our case, however, active participants were moved to active groups while non-participants were “dumped” into inactive groups. This means we have only helped the active participants in maximising their “payoff” but not the non-participants. The outcome: the active ones continued to be active whereas the inactive ones remained inactive.

In our future studies, we hope to further explore alternative remixing methods, such as spreading active participants across different groups or giving students an option to move across to their preferred group, to see if these could encourage more fruitful collaboration. Or, we could simply allow the remixing procedure to be arbitrary (i.e., random mobility, see Chiong & Kirley, 2012b; Sicardi, Fort, Vainstein, & Arenzon, 2009; Vainstein, Silva, & Arenzon, 2007), giving active participants and non-participants an equal chance to move around. We would also like to investigate the impact of “costs” (the amount of work or effort required to complete a task) and “benefits” (the return students could get from completing the task, e.g., the mark or gained knowledge) on the participation level. This inevitably leads us to issues surrounding the motivation of students: while some students view success in terms of maximising grade while minimising effort, others may be more influenced by the sense of making progress towards mastery (see Gill, 2008). Students with differing motivation hence could affect the behavioural outcome in different ways. The question of task complexity (Gill & Hicks, 2006) could also be considered, e.g., when group activities are assigned to students, how do they divide things up? The payoff matrices of decom-
posable tasks (when dividing up is appropriate) and non-decomposable tasks (when dividing up is inappropriate) could be fundamentally dissimilar. Last but not least, drawing inspiration from spatial EGT (Nowak & May, 1992, 1993) by allowing overlapping groups – a student can be in more than one group – is yet another interesting way to go about.
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